Background: Survival analysis is an important element of reasoning from data. Applied in a number of fields, it has become particularly useful in medicine to estimate the survival rate of patients on the basis of their condition, examination results, and undergoing treatment. The recent developments in the next generation sequencing open new opportunities in survival study as they allow vast amount of genome-, transcriptome-, and proteome-related features to be investigated. These include single nucleotide and structural variants, expressions of genes and microRNAs, DNA methylation, and many others. Results: We present LR-Rules, a new algorithm for rule induction from survival data. It works according to the separate-and-conquer heuristics with a use of log-rank test for establishing rule body. Extensive experiments show LR-Rules to generate models of superior accuracy and comprehensibility. The detailed analysis of rules rendered by the presented algorithm on four medical datasets concerning leukemia as well as breast, lung, and thyroid cancers, reveals the ability to discover true relations between attributes and patients' survival rate. Two of the case studies incorporate features obtained with a use of high throughput technologies showing the usability of the algorithm in the analysis of bioinformatics data. Conclusions: LR-Rules is a viable alternative to existing approaches to survival analysis, particularly when the interpretability of a resulting model is crucial. Presented algorithm may be especially useful when applied on the genomic and proteomic data as it may contribute to the better understanding of the background of diseases and support their treatments.
Background
Modeling the impact of covariates on survival time is an important task of survival analysis. The most popular approaches to this problem are parametric [1] and semi-parametric statistical techniques like Cox proportional hazards regression [2] and its extensions. However, restrictive assumptions made by these strategies and difficulty in representing nonlinear interactions between covariates are one of the motivations for developing new methods based on machine learning techniques. The application of machine learning to survival analysis usually allows overcoming the limitations of statistical methods. In this paper we investigate a nonparametric rule-based approach to modeling survival data.
*Correspondence: lukasz.wrobel@polsl.pl 1 Institute of Informatics, Silesian Univ. of Technology, Akademicka 16, 44-100 Gliwice, Poland Full list of author information is available at the end of the article Rule induction is one of the oldest and most frequently used methods of machine learning. Although numerous successful applications in a wide range of predictive and descriptive data mining tasks, there is still a little research on rule learning in survival analysis. Naturally, in the case of absence of censored observations the standard rulebased regression [3] [4] [5] techniques can be applied. However, as the overwhelming majority of survival datasets contains censored instances, the methods able to handle censored data are of great value. In this paper we investigate rule induction algorithm in combination with the log-rank statistical test [6] . This nonparametric test is used to compare the survival distributions of two samples and is appropriate for censored data analysis. In our study the test is used to establish the key factors affecting overall survival time of observations covered by the rules being induced. As the basis of rule induction method we selected a separate-and-conquer (known also as covering) strategy [7, 8] which is one of the most common heuristics for induction of classification rules.
Related work
Methods of survival analysis are mainly used in medical studies. Although rule-based algorithms are often applied in medical research, there is a relatively small number of papers concerning the application of rule induction to survival analysis.
Pattaraintakorn and Cercone [9] describe the rough setbased intelligent system for survival analysis. The model construction relies on a so-called minimal decision rule induction algorithm for identification of the main factors affecting survival time of patients. The survival time is considered as a discrete variable with predefined values (e.g. survival time between 56 and 73 months) dividing an entire dataset into separate decision classes.
The rough set-based approach to survival analysis is also the subject of the Bazan et al. 's work [10] . For each observation in the analyzed dataset, a prognostic index (PI) based on the Cox's proportional hazard model is calculated. A range of PI values is divided into three intervals, thereby creating separate groups differing in the survival rate, and the rules are induced for resulting classes.
Sikora et al. [11] applied rule induction algorithm to the analysis of patients after bone marrow transplantation. The set of patients is divided into three groups: the patients for whom at least 5 years have passed since the transplantation (the class alive), the patients who died within 5 years after transplantation (the class dead), and the patients who are still alive but their survival time is less than 5 years (the class alive-5). Rules are generated for dataset containing alive and dead classes, whereas the alive-5 is used for the post-processing of obtained rules.
Kronek and Reddy [12] proposed the extension of Logical Analysis of Data (LAD) [13, 14] for survival analysis. The LAD algorithm is a combinatorial approach to rule induction. It was originally developed for the analysis of data containing binary attributes, therefore the data preprocessing by discretization and binarization methods is usually required.
Liu et al. [15] adapted patient rule induction method to the analysis of survival data. The method uses so-called bump hunting which creates rules by searching regions in covariates space with a high average value of the target variable. To deal with censoring, the authors use deviance residuals as the outcome variable. The idea of residualbased approach to censored outcome is derived from survival trees [16, 17] .
Wróbel [18] proposed to use a survival tree for induction of an ordered set of rules (decision list) from survival data. The core idea is to learn a survival tree, extract the best rule from it, and remove observations which are covered by the rule. The procedure is recursively repeated for remaining observations. This idea follows the approach used by the PART [19] and M5Rules [3] algorithms for learning classification and regression rules, respectively.
Wróbel and Sikora [20] investigated a separate-andconquer method of rule induction in combination with a weighting scheme for handling censored observations. Each observation is assigned an appropriate weight to a positive or negative class. The positive class represents observations with high risk of event occurrence, whereas negative class includes potentially event-free ones. If observation have experienced an event, then it belongs to the positive class with weight equal to 1. Censored instances are assigned to both classes, but with different weights. The observations censored earlier receive higher weight for the positive class than the observations censored later. In the experimental study the authors pay special attention to rule quality measures [21] [22] [23] which are one of the key elements of rule induction algorithms.
It should be noted that the aforementioned studies primarily concern the application of rule-based survival analysis to usually one, particular dataset. Pattaraintakorn and Cercone [9] mainly focused on geriatric data of Canadian patients, Bazan et al. [10] analyzed data of patients with various kinds of the head and neck cancer cases, Sikora et al. [11] studied the effects of bone marrow transplantation, Liu et al. [15] performed an analysis of kidney cancer tissue microarray data. Kronek and Reddy [12] proposed a more general approach, however they verified the algorithm for only two real-life datasets. The exceptions are our previous work [18, 20] where survival tree-based and weighted separate-and-conquer algorithm for rule induction were tested on over a dozen various survival datasets.
There are also machine learning methods dedicated to censored data analysis and not associated with the rule induction. These are trees [16, [24] [25] [26] , neural networks [27] [28] [29] , bayesian networks [30, 31] , support vector machines (SVM) [32] , and ensemble approaches [33] [34] [35] . Among all aforementioned methods, the most widely used are tree-based techniques called survival trees.
Survival trees are an adaptation of classification and regression trees [36] to the problem of survival. In comparison to rule-based techniques, tree-based methods received much more attention in survival analysis [26] . On the other hand, a tree can be easily represented in the form of a set of rules where each path from the root to the leaf of the tree corresponds to one rule, thus it can be considered as a special case of the rule-based model. The key idea of the application of tree-based techniques to survival data lies in the splitting criterion [37] . The most popular approaches are residual-based ones [16, 17] as well as methods employing log-rank statistics [25, 38] for the maximization of the difference between survival distributions of child nodes. While searching for optimal splitting point with the use of the log-rank criterion, resampling methods are used too [39] . The extension of the decision trees idea are decision tree ensembles which includes, for example, bagging [40] and random forests [41] . The survival trees are also commonly employed in ensemble methods like bagging [35, 42] , boosting [33] and random forests [34, 43, 44 ]. An extensive review and discussion on the induction of survival trees and survival tree ensembles can be found in [45] . In this work the merits and limitations of these methods are discussed, along with the available computer software.
One of important aspects of using the survival analysis in medical sciences and bioinformatics is the necessity to have easily interpretable results. This ability is a crucial feature of survival trees and survival rules. Both approaches divide the observations into subgroups with different survivability characteristics. Importantly enough, they allow not only the attributes that have significant impact on the survival time to be identified, but also non-linear dependencies and interactions between the variables to be modelled.
While survival trees can be straightforwardly translated to survival rules, the algorithms used for induction of the latter directly from data have numerous advantages. Firstly, divide-and-conquer (DnC) tree generation strategy forbids examples to be covered by multiple rules. Separate-and-conquer (SnC) heuristics for rules induction lacks this limitation often leading to discovering stronger or completely new dependencies in the data. Secondly, generation of rules from the tree by following the path from the root to leafs results in condition redundancy. This is not the case in SnC, as each rule is induced separately. The last feature is also useful when it is necessary to modify the generated rules so that they could better correspond to the domain knowledge. The SnCgenerated rules can be a preliminary set of hypotheses which is then verified by an analyst (domain expert). By adding or deleting elementary conditions from the rules, or modifying their ranges, the analyst can carry out different variants of the analysis. Consequently, adding new rules to the set does not interact with existing ones. The tree, in contrast, should be treated as a whole. Therefore, a change of a condition in a tree node involves the need to modify or re-calculate the conditions in all its child nodes.
Objectives and outline
The main goal of this paper is to present the separate-andconquer rule learning algorithm designed for survival data analysis and to verify its effectiveness on the variety of survival problems. In contrast to most of the aforementioned related work, we propose a more general solution rather than the case-study approach. Moreover, as opposed to [9, 10, 12] , the presented strategy does not require data pre-processing with the use of discretization methods. It is particularly important for the quality of survival analysis because discretization may cause the loss of information, and the final performance of the model may strongly depend on a selected discretization technique.
The key feature of our algorithm is the use of the separate-and-conquer strategy and log-rank statistical test for supervising the rule induction process. The log-rank test is aimed at detecting the most powerful and important factors affecting the expected survival time. Therefore, the resulting rule-based data models should be concise, easy to interpret by domain experts, and accurate in the survival time prediction. The use of the log ranktest requires neither the weight assignment to examples nor defining decision classes (e.g. event, non-event). All of these features distinguish the presented algorithm from the other approaches.
The efficiency of our rule-based framework for survival analysis was verified on a collection of 18 survival datasets describing a wide variety of real-life medical and biological problems. We compared our solution with the state-of-art survival trees algorithms.
In addition, we present the detailed analysis of rules sets for German Breast Cancer Study Group 2 [46] , Bone Marrow Transplantation [47] , Lung Adenocarcinoma [48] , and Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma [49] datasets. The results show that the rule-based models generated by our algorithm are useful and can provide interesting information about the data, particularly when faced with the recent development of bioinformatics technologies.
The algorithm is available at http://www.adaa.polsl.pl/ software.html.
Methods
Let D(A, T, δ) be the survival dataset of |D| observations (examples, instances). Each example is characterized by a set of covariates (attributes) A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A |A| }, an observation time T, and a censoring status δ. Therefore, i-th example can be represented as a vector
In the study we consider rightcensored data model which is the most common in the survival analysis. Consequently, T i denotes either the time of the observation for event-free examples (δ i = 0) or the time before the occurrence of an event (δ i = 1).
The LR-Rules algorithm returns a set of survival rules. A survival rule r has the form:
The premise of the rule is a conjunction of conditions. If attribute A j is of nominal type, condition c j has the form A j = a j ; if A j is numerical, A j < a j or A j ≥ a j conditions are possible (with a j being an element of the A j domain). An observation is covered by the rule when it satisfies its premise. The conclusion of r is an estimateŜ(T|c j ) of the survival function. Particularly, it is a Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator [50] calculated on the basis of the instances covered by the rule, that is, satisfying all conditions c j (j = 1, . . . , n).
The induction of survival rules in LR-Rules follows the separate-and-conquer heuristics. The algorithm adds rules iteratively to the initially empty set. Every learned rule has to cover at least mincov previously uncovered examples from the input dataset. The iteration continues until entire dataset becomes covered by the rule set. The pseudocode of the separate-and-conquer approach is presented in Algorithm 1.
The aim of the induction algorithm is to obtain rules of maximum quality. An extensive research on classification rules [21] [22] [23] showed that proper selection of a quality measure is of crucial importance for comprehensibility and performance of output model. In the survival analysis it is desirable for a rule to cover examples which survival distributions differ significantly from that of other instances. In presented algorithm, KM survival estimates of the examples covered and uncovered by the rule are derived from the data. A log-rank test statistics for those estimates is then used as a quality measure. The log-rank statistics is calculated as x 2 /y where:
T c and T u are sets of event times of observations covered and not covered by the rule, d t c d t u is the number of covered (uncovered) observations which experienced an event at time t, and r t c r t u is the number of covered (uncovered) instances at risk, that is, which are still observable at time t.
Algorithm 1 Induction of a survival rule set using separate-and-conquer heuristics.
Input: D-survival dataset, mincov-minimum number of previously uncovered examples that a new rule has to cover Output: R-survival rule set 1:
r ← PRUNE(r, D) prune the rule 6:
The induction of a rule is performed in two stages: growing and pruning. The former consists in greedy addition of elementary conditions to the initially empty rule premise (Algorithm 2). At each step, the algorithm searches exhaustively for the condition whose addition Algorithm 2 Growing a survival rule. c best ← ∅ current best condition 5:
q best ← −∞ current best quality 6:
ϕ c ← ϕ ∧ c premise ϕ with condition c added 9: 
for A j ∈ A do for each attribute from A 4:
if A j is of nominal type then 5:
end for 9:
else attribute A j is of numerical type 10: 
for c ∈ ϕ do 8:
if q c ≥ q current then 11:
c removal ← c, q current ← q c 12:
end if 13:
end for 14:
ϕ ← ϕ \ c removal 15: until c removal = ∅ ∨ |ϕ | = 1 16:Ŝ ← the KM estimate calculated on the set COV(ϕ , D) 17:
return r ≡ IF ϕ THENŜ 18: end function renders rule of the highest quality. If several conditions lead to the same value of the log-rank statistics, the one covering more examples is selected. The set of all the possible conditions which might be added to the rule is created on the basis of examples currently covered by the rule (Algorithm 3). In the case of nominal attributes, conditions in the form A j = a j for all values a j from the attribute domain are considered. For continuous attributes, A j values that appear in the observations covered by the rule are sorted. Then, the possible split points a j are determined as arithmetic means of adjacent elements and conditions A j < a j and A j ≥ a j are evaluated. Te prevent from generation of too specific rules, conditions whose addition would cause the rule to cover less than mincov previously uncovered examples are discarded. The growing stops when no conditions satisfying aforementioned criterion remain.
Growing stage is followed by pruning (Algorithm 4). The procedure iteratively removes conditions from the premise, each time making an elimination leading to the largest improvement in the quality. The procedure stops when no conditions can be deleted without decreasing the log-rank statistics or when rule contains only one condition.
Finally, for comprehensibility, the output rules are post processed by merging conditions based on the same numerical attributes. For example, the conjunction:
x, y). Figure 1 illustrates the idea of rule growing supervised by the log-rank criterion. Let r be the input rule with two Fig. 1 Growing a survival rule supervised by the log-rank criterion. Among two possible refinements r a and r b of the rule r, the r a is selected as it maximizes the difference between survival curves of the observations covered and not covered by the rule (lines labelled with r a and r a , respectively) possible refinements r a and r b . The figure shows the KM curves of all these rules. Additionally, the graph presents the survival curves of the observations not covered by the rules r a and r b , labelled with r a and r b , respectively. The log-rank statistics calculated for the rule r a (r b
In order to deal with missing attribute values, LRRules employs an ignored value strategy in which rules are built based only on known values of observations. It is performed straightforwardly by skipping missing values during search of possible conditions. The observation having a missing value of an attribute tested by the rule is considered to be uncovered by this rule. In contrast to imputation methods [51] , this strategy does not require any additional computations and, as was shown in [52] , it performs similarly to more advanced and computationally expensive approaches to handling missing values.
A valuable property of LR-Rules is also the ability to handle datasets with weighted observations. In this case, the value of log-rank test is calculated on the basis of weights and mincov parameter indicate the sum of observations weights to be covered by a newly generated rule.
The learned rule set can be applied for an estimation of the survival function of new observations based on the values taken by their covariates. The estimation is performed by rules covering given observation. If observation is not covered by any of the rules then it has assigned the default survival estimate computed on the entire training set. Otherwise, final survival estimate is calculated as an average of survival estimates of all rules covering the observation (see Fig. 2 for an example).
Results and discussion

Experimental setting
The LR-Rules algorithm was investigated on 18 sets listed in Table 1 using 10-fold stratified cross-validation repeated ten times for each set. The stratification of survival data was performed according to the censoring status, that is, the proportion of events to censored observations in each fold was the same as in the entire training set. Additionally, the detailed analysis of survival rules was performed on four selected sets. These were GBSG2 (German Breast Cancer Study Group 2) [53] , BMT-Ch (Bone Marrow Transplantation -Children) [20, 47] , LAC (Lung Adenocarcinoma) [48] , and PTC (Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma) [49] .
GBSG2 is a well-known dataset which describes patients with primary node positive breast cancer. It was used, inter alia, in [12, 31, 39] to test different modeling techniques. Each observation is described by the following attributes: hormonal therapy (horTh), age, menopausal status (menostat), tumour size (tsize), tumour grade (tgrade), number of positive nodes (pnodes), progesterone LAC dataset concerns gene expression profiles of 86 lung cancer patients [48] . Expressions were measured with Affymetrix hu6800 microarrays (7 129 probe sets) and normalized from raw .CEL files by RMAExpress. In the experiments we considered 100 genes with greatest effect on survival rate according to Beer et al. [48] . Due to name discrepancies, three genes were excluded from the investigation as they did not map to any probe. On the other hand, some genes had multiple probes assigned. As a result, LAC dataset contains 113 conditional attributes with patient's death being considered as an event.
PTC gathers information about 492 papillary thyroid cancer patients. They are characterized by clinical as well as genome-related features like single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), copy number alterations (CNA), gene expressions determined with RNA-seq, DNA methylation, protein expressions obtained by reverse phase protein arrays (RPPA), etc. Data table available at [54] was processed by filtering out patients with missing information about survival status or survival time. As we wanted to focus this study on the genetic background of thyroid cancer, corresponding features were selected for further analysis (Table 3) . We assumed recurrence of a cancer to be an event in the survival analysis.
The results of the LR-Rules algorithm were compared with results achieved by the KM estimator, our earlier CW-Rules algorithm [20] , and two implementations of survival trees (CTREE, RPART). The CTREE algorithm [39] builds model from survival data using a splitting criterion based on the log-rank statistic. The RPART algorithm [55] fits time variable into exponential model, and then it applies Poisson regression to such modified data. It leads to method equivalent to the deviance residual-based approach of LeBlanc and Crowley [16] . The performance of rule sets was evaluated with a use of the integrated Brier score (IBS) [56, 57] . The Brier score at time T for i-th observation is given by:
n o t h e r c a s e s
The Brier score BS i (T ) represents the squared difference between true event status at time T and predicted event statusŜ(T ) at that time. The true event status for i-th observation is equal to 0 if an event occurred for this observation before or at the time T , and it is equal to 1 if survival time T i of the observation is greater than T . The censoring is taken into account by weighting the squared differences by the inverse of the estimateĜ of the censoring survival function. TheĜ estimate is calculated as the KM estimator based on training observations with censoring status set to (1−δ). If observation was censored before time T then its weight is equal to 0. However, such observations have indirect contribution to final score because they are considered in calculation ofĜ estimate. The IBS summarizes the prediction error over all n observations and over all times in a test set:
BS(T )dT
where
Lower IBS values correspond to better prediction accuracy.
In the experimental study, the algorithms were compared on multiple datasets with the use of statistical tests recommend by Demšar [58] . For comparison of two algorithms on multiple datasets we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test, while the comparisons of all algorithms with each other were preformed with a use of the Friedman test followed by the post-hoc Nemenyi test.
Experimental evaluation
The first experimental step was to investigate the influence of mincov parameter on the results of the LR-Rules algorithm. This parameter specifies the minimum number of uncovered observations that must be covered by a newly generated rule during the growing phase. The minimum value of this parameter is 1, which corresponds to the case when each induced rule must cover at least one yet uncovered example. The greater the value of mincov, the higher is the coverage of resulting rules. This decreases the cardinality of the final rule set.
In the study, mincov values ranging from 1 to 7 were examined. The upper bound of seven was selected as this is a default value of the minbucket parameter, which defines the minimum number of observations in the leaves of CTREE and RPART trees. Detailed results, i.e., Brier scores and numbers of rules for different mincov values are presented in Additional file 1: Tables S1 and S2.
The analysis of mincov effect on IBS with a use of Friedman test, revealed that at least one of the investigated parameter values generated models of significantly different accuracy than the others (p-value of 0.0478). However, the results of the Nemenyi's post-hoc test (summarized in Additional file 1: Figure S1 as a critical difference diagram) showed no statistical significance at 0.05 level.
The different situation was in the case of the size of resulting rule sets. As presented in Fig. 3 , increasing mincov parameter caused noticeable reduction in the number of rules. Importantly enough, the greater the initial model, the larger decrease was observed. The comparison of parameter values with a use of the Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis about all parameter values generating same number of rules with p-value close to zero. A summary of the Nemenyi post-hoc test (Additional file 1: Figure S2 ) revealed the lack of significance only within groups of three neighbouring mincov values. The strong dependency between mincov and the model size was also confirmed statistically: the Pearson's correlation between the parameter value and the rank was close to −1.0.
Setting mincov parameter to 7 resulted in the most compact models: for the majority of survival datasets containing hundreds of observations, the algorithm generated less than eight rules. For this reason, and due to lack of significant effect of the parameter on the accuracy, 7 was set as the default mincov value in LR-Rules and was used in further experiments, unless specified otherwise.
The next part of the study was to compare LR-Rules to CW-Rules, CTREE, RPART, and the KM estimator in terms of the accuracy and the model size. The results for particular datasets are presented in Fig. 4 as bubbles with horizontal coordinates corresponding to IBS (lower = better) and diameter proportional to the logarithm of the number of rules. The results in the numerical form can be found in Additional file 1: Tables S3 and S4. The Friedman test showed statistically significant differences between the LR-Rules, CW-Rules, CTREE, RPART and KM algorithms in terms of the IBS criterion (p-value < 10 −4 ). The visualization of Nemenyi's post-hoc test at the 0.05 significance level is presented in Fig. 5 . LR-Rules was in the group of three best algorithms together with the CW-Rules and CTREE. The worst results were obtained by the KM estimator. Interestingly, the Nemenyi's test indicated no difference between KM, RPART and LRRules. Nevertheless, as this test is often too conservative to show the difference [59] , an additional comparison between LR-Rules and the competitors was carried out using the Wilcoxon test with the Finner correction [60] . The test showed our algorithm to be superior to the KM estimator in terms of IBS (p corrected = 0.0062). In contrast, the comparison with CTREE and RPART revealed lack of significance (both uncorrected and corrected p-values were noticeably greater than 0.05). CW-Rules achieved lower prediction error on the investigated data than LRRules (corrected p-value equaled to 0.0051).
As Additional file 1: Table S4 shows, superior accuracy of CW-Rules was obtained at the cost of the model size: for all analyzed datasets it generated several times greater rule sets than other methods. This was confirmed by the statistical analysis. While LR-Rules, CTREE, and RPART generated models of similar complexity (lack of Figure S3) . Table 4 provides detailed characteristics of the models generated by LR-Rules. The output rules usually contained from 1 to 7 elementary conditions, but majority of them had at most 3 conditions. Each of rules covered on average 36% of the observations from the training set. Importantly, the greater the number of rules in a set, the lower the coverage: the Pearson correlation coefficient between those variables equaled to −0.9135 . The significance of rules was assessed statistically by performing log-rank test between Kaplan-Meier estimators of observations covered and uncovered by investigated rule. To control false discovery rate, the Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied [61] . As it is shown in Table 4 , the percentage of statistically significant rules at 0.05 level was close to 100%.
Case studies
In order to demonstrate the rules induced by the presented algorithm, the detailed analysis of GBSG2, BMTCh, LAC, and PTC was performed. To obtain the most comprehensible models for the investigated datasets, mincov parameter was set to 3, 5, 7, and 12, respectively. The KM survival curves for observations covered by the R1-R4 rules are presented in Fig. 6a . The graph additionally includes a default curve representing the KM estimate for the entire GBSG2 dataset. The significant difference can be observed between the survival estimates determined by R1-R2 rules, which are above the default estimate, and R3-R4, which are placed below. Neither of the 10 induced rules had horTh attribute, indicating that the patient was a subject to the hormonal therapy. This result is consistent with the conclusions of the work [46] , stating that: No significant difference in recurrence-free survival was observed with respect to hormonal therapy.
The rule set induced by the algorithm for the entire BMT-Ch data consisted of 7 rules. The motivation of this study was to identify the most important factors influencing the success or failure of the transplantation procedure. In particular, verification of the research hypothesis that increased dosage of CD34+ cells/kg extends overall survival time without simultaneous occurrence of undesirable events affecting patients' quality of life [11, 47] . Four of the induced rules are presented below:
Figure 6b presents the KM survival curves for observations covered by the R5-R8 rules, as well as the default estimate for the entire dataset. As in the previous case, the R5-R6 curves are above the default estimate, while R7-R8 are below.
The CD34 attribute occurred often in the induced rules. It can be seen that lower doses of the CD34 cells affected the shorter survival time, while higher doses increased this time. In the paper [47] the impact of CD34 doses on the overall survival time was analyzed by dividing the value of CD34 into two intervals: ≤ 10 and > 10. The rules induced by the proposed algorithm are consistent with [47] and they additionally clarify the conditions under which the doses of CD34 are even more important for the survival time. It should also be noted that the rule R6 states that patients without a chronic form of GvHD are characterized by the shorter survival time. This is also consistent with medical knowledge.
Another experiment concerned LAC dataset for which presented algorithm induced 3 survival rules. Each of them incorporate expression levels of 8 up to 10 genes. The analysis of Fig. 6c confirms that obtained rules effectively distinguish patients's survival rates on the basis of their expression profiles. The example survival rule has the following form:
When applied on PTC dataset, LR-Rules generated 16 rules. Most common attributes were BRAFV600E_RAS_score and nmut_CpGT (11 and 9 occurrences, respectively) which had been previously associated with thyroid cancer development [49] . Selected survival rules are presented below.
As Fig. 6d shows, the corresponding survival curves differ noticeably. Obtained rules model complex relationships between attributes and their influence on the survival time. For instance, BRAF V600E and RAS were proven to be driver genes in many cancers including PTC [62] . Nevertheless, the effect of mutations in those genes on probability of recurrence is altered by other attributes. Particularly, BRAF-like tumors (those characterized by low values of BRAFV600E_RAS_score) may differ significantly in survival rate (compare R1, R2, and R4 rules). The same situation was in the case of RAS-driven cancers (rules R8 and R14). 
Conclusions
The experiments confirmed LR-Rules to perform significantly better than the KM estimator and similarly to survival trees CTREE and RPART in terms of prediction error. The comparison of LR-Rules and CW-Rules shows that the latter tends to get lower IBS values than our algorithm. This, however, is obtained at the cost of model complexity: CW-Rules always generated more rules than the competitors. In contrast, LR-Rules produces compact sets of rules of similar size as the tree models CTREE and RPART.
Superior performance and model comprehensibility make LR-Rules an effective alternative or a complement to survival trees, such as CTREE and RPART. Although every tree may be presented as a set of rules, the divideand-conquer strategy used for tree construction usually leads to different rule sets than those generated by LR-Rules employing separate-and-conquer approach. In accordance with the strategy of tree building, every observation can be covered by exactly one rule, while the covering approach used by LR-Rules allows observations to be covered by multiple rules. The absence of this restrictive limitation in the presented algorithm may lead to the discovery of new or stronger patterns than those found by survival trees.
A characteristic feature of rule sets derived form a tree is the redundancy of conditions, particularly of the initial one that appears in every rule. In contrast, LR-Rules has the ability to induce rules with unique attributes. For example, when analysing BMT-Ch set, our algorithm generated a rule with only one condition: "extcGvHD = No". In order to derive such a rule from a tree, an attribute extcGvHD would have to appear in the root, and thus, all the other rules would have to also take it into account.
An important advantage of the rule sets returned by the LR-Rules algorithm is also the fact that each rule can be considered independently from the others. This feature can be useful if modification of the generated rules is required, for example, in order to reflect the domain knowledge in a better way. The rules automatically generated by LR-Rules may constitute an initial set of hypotheses for the analyst. The expert, by adding/removing the rule conditions or by modifying their ranges, is allowed to carry out the different variants of the analysis. New rules can also be added to an existing set straightforwardly. In contrast, trees have to be treated as a whole in order to preserve the disjointed nature of the rules. Thus, the change of a condition in a node involves the need for modification of the conditions in all of its child nodes. Similarly, adding new rule to the tree requires its reconstruction.
We expect that the importance of survival analysis in medicine and biology will increase due to dissamination of high througput sequencing. Establishing how patients' survival rate is affected by the presence of genetic variants, DNA methylation, or expressions of genes, microRNAs, and proteins will become of centeral interest. The application of LR-Rules on LAC and PTC datasets revealed interesting dependencies between genome/transcriptome/proteome-related features and their influence on the survival.
One of the greatest challenges to be faced when analyzing bioinformatics data is excessive dimensionality. High throughput technologies are able to produce hundreds of thousands of raw attributes which is prohibitive for machine learning strategies. Therefore, the application of all investigated survival analysis algorithms including LR-Rules has to be preceded by dimensionality reduction phase, i.e., construction, extraction and/or selection of features.
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